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ABSTRACT. This paper reviews the electrica l properties of snow a nd ice that are of importance in remote 
sensing using electrical devices. After a review of the observed la borato ry behaviour of ice samples and the 
microscopic th eory which has been advanced to explain this, the data on tempera te a nd polar glacier ice are 
compared with the labora tory data. Temperate glacier ice is generally rather similar to laboratory ice, but 
certain relaxa tion processes found in the laboratory are absent from the glacier ice. Polar ice, on the other 
hand, is considerably different in its dielectric behaviour from " pure" laboratory ice, or temperate glacier 
ice; in many ways it more resembles doped la boratory ice, despite its variable, sometimes low, impurity 
con tent. It a lso resembles in behaviour ice produced by freezing supercooled water. The electrical behaviour 
of snow, a nd the a ttempts to account for this in term, of the b ~haviour of the ice and air components, and 
also of the water component in wet snow, a re next discussed. Finally the implica tions of this work for radio
echo sounding of ice, radar reflec ti vity from wet a nd dry hydrome teors, d evices for de termining the water 
content of snow, a nd resistivity surveys of glaciers a re discussed. 

RESUME. L es proprietes electriqlles de la Ileige et de la glace. Cet article passe en revue les proprie tes electriques 
de la neige et de la glace qui son t importantes dans les methodes d e te ledetection utilisant des procedes 
electriques. Apres une revue des comportements observes au la boratoire d 'echantillons d e glace et des 
theories a I'ech elle microscopique avancees pour les expliquer, on compa re les resultats sur glaciers temperes 
et pola ires a ceux obtenus en la boratoire. La g lace de glacier tempere est generalement assez semblable a la 
glace de labora toire, mais certa ins processus de relaxation observes en laboratoire ne se produisent pas dans 
la glace d e glacier. Les glaciers polaires, au contraire, ont un comportement dielectrique tres difleren t de 
celui de la glace " pure" de labora toire ou de la glace d e glacier tempere; dans bien des cas, il s se rapprochent 
plus de la glace " dopee" en laboraloire, malgre leur teneur va ri a bl e, e t parfois faible, en impuretes. Ils 
ressemblen t a uss i a la glace produite par congelation d 'eau surfondue. Le comportement e lectrique de la 
neige, e t les tenta ti ves pour en rendre compte a partir d e celui des composan ts glace et a ir ainsi que du com
posant eau dans la neige mouillee, son t ensui te discutes. Finalement, on aborde les implicatio ns d e ce travail 
pour les sondages de la glace par rad io-echo, la re flee ti vite au rada r d es h yd rometeores humides e l secs, les 
procedes d e determination d e la teneur en eau d e la n eige, et les e tudes d es glaciers par rts istivite. 

ZUSAMM ENFASSUNG. Die elektrischen EigCllschaflen von Se/mee ulld Eis. Diese Arbeit gibt e inen Oberblick 
liber die elektrischen Eigenschaften von Schnee und Eis, soweit sic in der Fernerkundung mit e lektrischen 
Systemen von Bedeutung sind . Nach Schilderung d es im Labor beobachteten Verhaltens von Eisproben 
und der mikroskopischen Theorie, die zu desscn Erklarung entwickelt wurde, werdcn die Daten liber das 
Eis temperierter und polarer G le tscher mil den L aborwerten ve rglich en . Eis lemperierte r Gletscher ist im 
allgemeinen d em Laboreis sehr a hnlich, doch fehle n beim Glctschereis gewisse R elaxationsprozesse, die im 
Labor beobachte t wurden . Anderseits ist pola rcs Eis in seinem dielektrischen Verhalten wesentlich vcrschie
den von "reinem" Laboreis od er Eis in temperie rten Gletschern; in vielfacher Hinsicht a hnelt es mehr 
verunreinigtem Laboreis, trotz seines veranderlichen, manchmal geringen Verunreinigungsgrades. Es 
ahnelt in sein em Verhalten auch dem Eis, das beim Gefrieren unterkUhlten Wassers cn tsteht. Anschliessend 
wird das e lektrische Verhalten von Schnee und Versuche zu seiner Erkla rung aus d em V erhalten eines 
Gemisches a u s E is und Luft sowie der VVasserkompon ente in nassem Schnee diskutiert . Schliesslich werden 
die Folgerungen dieser Arbcit fill' die R ada r-Ech olo tung in Eis, fUr die R adar-ReAexion von nassen und 
trockenen H ydrometeoren, fUr Gerate zur Bestimmung d es Wassergeha ltes von Schnee und filr Widerstands
messungen a uf G letschern behandell. 

INTRODUCTION 

Many remote-sensing devices employ electromagnetic or electrical measurem ents. The 
penetration of electromagnetic waves through ice is the basis for radio-echo sounding, and 
their velocity has to be known in order to interpret the data, whereas reflections from surfaces 
internal to the ice must be due to changes in the transmission characteristics of the ice, and 
their observation can be used to provide information about these changes, and consequently 
about the glaciological parameters which de termine them. Similarly the refl ec tion of electro
magnetic waves from an ice particle, and the difference between the reflectivity of ice and 
water, is the basis for radar sensing of glaciation of clouds. The reflection and transmission 
properties of ice are also of great importance in long-distance telecommunications over 
glacierized areas. 
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The resistivity of ice is also used for glacier depth d e termination by resistivity surveys, and 
the appropriate value for the conductivity of glacier ice is of importance in interpreting the 
results of such surveys. Measurement of the dielectric p ermittivity of ice or snow can also be 
used to d etermine the snow density or the water content of ice or snow. 

Thus a proper unders tanding of the electrical properties of ice and snow is fundamental 
to thc interpretation of many different rem ote sensing techniques, and it is for this reason that 
it seems appropriate to start this symposium on remote sensing in glaciology by surveying our 
knowledge of the electrical properties of ice and snow, particularly as samples taken from the 
field do seem to differ in some respects from laboratory grown specimens , and there is there
fore a d anger in using laboratory results in interpreting field data. 

A good introduction to the physical basis for understanding the properties of ice can be 
found in the book by Fletcher (1970) ; a previous review of the dielectric properties of ice and 
snow has been publish ed in this Journal by Evans ( 1965); this includes a chronological 
annotated bibliography of earlier work. 

THEORETICAL UN DE RSTANDING OF COND UCTI VITY AND DIELECTRIC DISPERSION IN ICE 

The electrical properties with which we shall be concerned are the conductivity and 
permittivity and their variation with frequency. The p ermittivity of ice is generally believed 
to be connected with the reorientation of water molecules, apart from a much smaller high
frequency permittivity connected with the polarizability of individual water molecules . The 
basis for our understanding of this reorientation permit tivity is the fact that the water molecule 
has a relatively large dipole moment, arising from the fact that the two hydrogens in the H 20 
have given up their electrons to covalent bonds with the oxygen atom, and are thus positively 
charged , and they are situated in directions which correspond to two of the four vertices of a 
tetrahedron centred on the oxygen atom, while the other two vertices are the centres of electron 
clouds which give negative charges. There are also corresponding electron clouds surrounding 
the hydrogen nuclei, but these are not enough completely to neutralize the positive charge. 
Thus the water molecule may be thought of as having effectively four centres of electric 
charge, two positive and two negative, centred on the four vertices of the tetrahedron. 

In the absence of an electric or stress field there will be approximately equal numbers of 
these tetrahedra oriented in all the possible orientations allowed by the ice structure, and so 
there will be no net electric dipole moment, but when a field is present it will be energe tically 
favourable for dipoles to be aligned in a particular direction, and so the number aligned in 
thermal equilibrium will be determined by the statistical mechanics of the system, and this 
will give a permittivity to the ice provided the water molecules can in fact turn round. 

The structure which ice has under normal condition s (i.e. provided pressures in excess of 
about I kbar are not applied, and provided the ice is not resulting from a high-pressure or 
vitreous form ) is known as ice lh. It has the water molecules arranged in an open hexagonal 
arrangement in which ea ch water molecule has four nearest neighbours, and in which the 
hydrogen nuclei lie on (or very close to) the line joining two oxygen nuclei, but much n earer 
to one oxygen than the other. The hydrogen nuclei are not however themselves arranged 
crystallographically, that is to say there is no way of telling what orientation a particular 
water molecule will have knowing only the exact arrangement of water molecules in a region 
some distance away from the particular molecule in question. The hydrogen nuclei are, in 
other words, randomly arranged apart from the requirements (som etimes known a s the 
Bernal- Fowler rules) that there are two hydrogens n ear each oxygen (i. e. that we are still 
dealing with H 20 molecules) and that there is one hydrogen per oxygen- oxygen bond (i. e. 
that each bond has one centre of positive charge and one centre of negative charge on it) . 
These rules are of course very reasonable- the first implies that water in ice is not ionized, the 
second arises because it is essentially the attraction between the positive charge on one water 
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molecule and the negative charge on another that provides the binding force between water 
molecules. 

If this were the whole story, however, it would be hard to understand how water molecul es 
could turn round when an electric field is applied. For this to occur we have to consider a 
complication of the relatively simple pic ture we have given of the struc ture of ice. Bjerrum 
( [951 ) suggested that ice could have point d efects which arisc from occasional infringem ents 
of the Bernal- Fowler rules. Four distinc t kinds of point d efect have to be considered , two 
connected with each rule. If we break the first rule we could have three or one hydrogen near 
an oxygen instead of two- we then have H JO + or OH- ions respectively- we shall refer to 

a c 

b d 

Fig. I . The creatioll and movement oJ electrical point difects in ice. In (a) the movement DJ a hy drogen nucleusJrom the position 
shown with a dashed circle creates a positive and a negative iOIl, and (b) shows how movements oJ the hy drogen nuclells along 
a bond can make the ions migrate. (c) shows how the movement of a hy drogell nucleus aroulld an oxygell atom can create 
an L-difect alld a D-difect, and (d ) shows how this deJect can also migrate b) , Jurther movements around oxygen atoms. 
The movement oJthe hydrogen is to the right in all cases, but the movement oJions in (b) leaves water molecllles oriented w ith 
their hy drogens to the lift, while the movements oJ L- and D-defects in (d ) leaves them with their izydrogens to the right. 

these as positive and negative ionic d efec ts. If we break the second rule we will have bonds 
with no or two hydrogens on (or near) them- we shall refer to these as L or D Bjerrum defec ts 
(L from the Danish ledig = German leer = vacant; D from the Danish dobbelt = German 
doppelt = double) . If such point d efec ts exist, then their migration will reorient water 
molecules as they pass. This is shown diagrammatically in Figure 1 , which also shows how 
the defects could be created in pairs. Note how the movem ent of hydrogen nuclei to the right 
leaves water molecules oriented with their positive charges to the right for Bjerrum defec t 
migration and to the left for ionic defect migration. Thus the presence of these defects and 
their migration can provide an explanation for the permittivity of ice. 
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At first sight it may seem odd that the ionic defects appear to orient water molecules the 
wrong way round, i. e. an electric field in such a direction as to move positively charged 
hydrogen nuclei to the right leaves molecules aligned with their hydrogen nuclei to the lift. 
However it must be remembered that the positively charged H 30 + ions have all moved to 
the right and the negatively charged OH- ions to the left and their resulting electrical moment 
more than compensates for that of the molecules. 

I t is not necessary to have all of these defects present in ice in order to get the molecules 
rotated and so to get a change in dipole moment and hen ce a permittivity. Appreciable 
numbers of anyone defect will do . In pure ice it is difficult to see how you could get only 
one sort of defect- if for example an H 30 + ion is formed , there must be a corresponding OH
ion somewhere- and we therefore usually think of ice as having ionic defects of both sorts 
present. In the case of Bjerrum defects a similar argument applies, though in this case it is 
possible for, say, L defects to be generated at the surface of the ice if the number of bonds 
sticking out of the surface which have a hydrogen nucleus on them is increased and the 
number with no hydrogen nuclei is decreased. A similar effect can occur with the dangling 
bonds along dislocations or in vacancies in the ice. Another way in which defects can arise 
is from impurities dissolved in the ice. For example, if HF is substituted for H 2 0 in ice, it is 
obvious that one bond, which previously had one of the two hydrogens of the H 2 0 , now has 
no hydrogen, and such a bond is a ready-made L-defect with no corresponding D-defect. 
Similarly, the reaction HF + H 20 = F-+H 30 + will provide positive ionic d efects. It is by 
studying the effect of HF doping on the electrical properties of ice that it has b een established 
that the defects which dominate in ordinary ice at temperatures near the melting point are 
the L defects. 

As a result of this kind of discussion, the picture we have of ice is of a material with a small 
number (about one in 106 water molecules) of both Land D defects but in which the L defec ts 
are more mobile, and that it is their migration which enables water molecules to turn round 
and so respond to the presence of an external electric field , the speed of their response being 
governed by the number and mobility of the L defects, which therefore determines the relaxa
tion time. 

However ice not only has a permittivity which varies with frequency, it appears to have a 
resistivity even at very low frequencies (a high-frequency resistivity can result from the 
relaxation process referred to above when the ice cannot keep in phase with the applied 
electric fi eld ). In order for a conductivity to exist at low frequencies it is n ecessary for the 
charge carriers to move large distances through the ice. It is believed that the charge carriers 
involved are still the hydrogen nuclei, and if ionic defects are present as well as L-defects, 
then such conduction is possible : L-defect migration moves hydrogen nuclei round an oxygen 
atom; the ionic defect migration moves them along a bond. Indeed it seems that the movement 
of a hydrogen nucleus along a bond to move the H 30 + ion, as shown in Figure I , does not need 
any thermal activation at all , but can proceed by the quantum-mechanical tunnel effect. 

This is the process which can explain the phenomenon of conduction. It is very sensitive 
to impurities as well, since they introduce further ionic defects, the concentration of which is 
very small in pure ice- indeed Von Hippel and others (1973) have questioned whether really 
pure ice conducts at all. The conduction is still taking place by hydrogen-ion migration , and 
thus, unless the electrodes can absorb or generate hydrogen , the ions will pile up at the ends 
of the ice and will build up a reverse electric field (the Maxwell- Wagner type of process), 
which will look like a nother, low-frequency dispersion whose magnitude d ep ends on the 
specimen dimensions . 

With increasing dissolved ionic impurities, the numbers of defects will change as will the 
energy required to liberate them, and we may even change the balance to such an extent that 
they exchange roles, with ionic defects becoming the majority carriers, and hence responsible 
for dielectric permittivity, and Bjerrum defects the minority carriers responsible for conduc-
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tion. Temperature and pressure changes also change the balance between defects, and can 
again bring about a change of roles. The theory has been elaborated by Jaccard (1959, 
1964). It predicts that the variation of dielectric permittivity with frequency will be governed 
by a simple dispersion with parameters determined by the conductivities resulting from the 
movement of Bjerrum defects and of ionic defects together with their effective charges. 

Tnus from the fundamental point of view we would expect ice to show a very simple 
dispersion of the Debye type, the parameters for which will vary with the relative importance 
of Bjerrum and ionic defects, and which will therefore be affected by the presence of small 
amounts of dissolved impurity, and may also change significantly with temperature or pressure. 
The variation of relative permittivity E, which can be regarded as a complex quantity to take 
account of absorption, is discussed by Evans (1965, appendix B). Through a simple dispersion 
E varies from its low-frequency value to its high-frequency value Eoo according to the formula 

~E 
E = EOO + - + ' ( I) 

I JWT 

where CJ.E is the dispersion strength, w is the angular frequency , and T the relaxation time. 
When the real and imaginary components of E are plotted against each other, a semi-circle 
results (Cole- Cole plot). The conductivity can also be regarded as a complex quantity 
defined as 

(1 = JWEoE (2) 
where EO is the electric constant. A semi-circle also results if the real and imaginary parts of 
(a - jwEoE oo) are plotted against each other (Grant, 1958; Camplin and Glen, 1973)' The 
points where this plot touches the real axis correspond to the low-frequency and high
frequency limits of the conductivity and will be referred to as ao and (1 00 for this dispersion. 
Their difference is related to the permittivity dispersion parameters by the equation 

This picture is still oversimplified. In careful work Von Hippel and others ( 1972) have 
found several other dispersions in ice. These can arise from impurity effects, or from disloca
tions or other non-equilibrium structural defects, but it seems likely that some at least are 
genuine properties of pure ice. In particular the theory outlined above has not a llowed for 
interactions between the different kinds of defects, and these could well explain the presence 
of an apparent high-frequency dispersion above the main Debye dispersion of the kind found 
by Camplin and Glen (1973)' 

In all the above we have ignored the crystalline structure of the ice except as providing 
the mechanism for reorientation. In fact since ice is hexagonal in structure, it is not to be 
expected that the electrical properties will be exactly the same parallel and perpendicular 
to the c-axis, although theoretically no large anisotropy is expected (N agle, 1973) ; the picture 
we have of ice with the hydrogen atoms randomly placed consistent with the Bernal- Fowler 
rules in the absence of applied electric field , itself implies that there is no great difference 
between the differently oriented bonds, and it is on this assumption that calculations of the 
zero-point entropy of ice have been made which are in good agreement with cxpcriment, so 
any marked anisotropy of dielectric permittivity would be hard to account for theoretically. 
Experimental measurements have been made by a number of workers (Humbel and others, 
1953 ; Wbrz and Co le, 1969; Von Hippel and others, 1972; Ruepp, 1973; Taubenberger, 
1973) . There is a surprising amount of scatter in the data, even in careful experiments made 
with samples from the same origin, but almost all lead to the conclusion that the low-frequency 
permittivity of the Debye dispersion is higher parallel to the c-axis by some 15 % , an aniso
tropy that is difficult for the theory to explain. 

The dielectric dispersion of polycrystalline ice is likely to be largely determined by the 
properties of the crystals of which it is composed, and we can therefore expect it to be like 
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those of single crystals, and unless there is a strong preferred orientation of c-axes in the 
direction involved , to be more similar to single crystals with their c-axes perpendicular, and 
this is indeed found to be the case (Auty and Cole, 1952 ; Gough and Davidson, 1970; Young 
and Salomon, 1968) , though Von Hippel and others (1972) find a further dispersion in their 
p olycrystalline samples in addition to the seven they find in single crystals. A further pheno
m enon reported in polycrystalline ice is that specimens with relatively small thickness d ecrease 
their relaxation time on ageing for periods of the order of days (Boned and Barbier , 1973), 
an effect which is much more marked and more rapid than is reported for single crystals 
(Taubenberger, 1973) ; the polycrystalline change in activation energy is quite dramatic, 
and can change from about 0.6 eV (similar to laboratory single-crystal ice) to below 0.2 eV 
a value as low as that of ice doped with HF, for very thin samples (0.5 mm). 

A similar reduction in activation energy has been reported for specimens made of ice 
droplets formed by freezing supercooled water drople ts at about - 41 0 C (Evrard , 1973)' 
In this case the values of the activation energy are reported to be "quantized", thalt is only 
pa rticular values are found all fitting the formula 

Un = ( - 0.042 + 0.069n) eV 

where n is an integer between 4 and 8, the two limiting values being 0.5 I eV and 0 .23 eV; 
Evrard points out that n = 9 would give 0.58 eV, essentially the value for slowly grown, pure 
laboratory ice. The reason for this extraordinary behaviour is not clear , but the changes in 
relaxation frequency and activation energies are such that all the curves for temperature 
variation of relaxation frequency pass through the same value at the melting point of ice, as 
do the corresponding curves for the thin polycrystalline samples of Boned and Barbier (1973). 
It may be relevant that both the droplet samples and the very thin polycrystalline samples 
have been supercooled before freezing (though by very different amounts), and the authors 
of these papers a ttribute the phenomena in some way to the supercooling, and the quantiza
tion phenomena to the quantization of supercooling frcezing points found by Lafargue 
(un pu blished) . 

A completely different explanation of the dielectric dispersion in ice has been suggested 
by K . I tagaki (private communication). H e attributes the dielectric dispersion to the movem en t 
of charged dislocations . In support of this he reports m easurements on dislocation-free ice 
specimens in which the Debye dispersion is absent and higher-frequency dispersions as 
observed by Von Hippel alone are present. This is a very remarkable result, and if confirmed 
would require a radical rethinking of ice physics. I tagaki 's explanation does not itself explain 
why normal ice specimens are as isotropic as they are, for dislocations in ice move very much 
more easily on the basal plane than on any other, and if they were indeed responsible for the 
dielectric dispersion one would expect both dispersion strength and relaxation frequen cy to be 
very much higher p erpendicular to the c-axis. 

Another quite different explanation has been proposed by Pinchukov (1970) , who 
imagines the di electric dispersion to be produced by hydrogen atoms moving along their 
bonds in the absence of defects, the relaxation time being determined by the height of the 
barrier to this motion . This does not seem to be likely on general chemical grounds. 

The value of the dielectric permittivity at frequencies high compared with all the disper
sions hitherto considered has been deduced for polycrystalline ice by Gough (1972) from 
measurements at frequencies up to 60 kHz with an isolated measurement at I MHz. With 
this frequency range he could make accurate measurements of Ero only at temperatures lower 
than about - 400 C; he finds that the asymptotic value is given by 

Ero = 3.093 ± 0.003 + (0.72 ± 0.60) X 1O- 4 T + (0. I I ± 0.02 ) X IO- sP (5) 

where T is the absolute temperature. Laboratory work on single crystals has not achieved the 
kind of consistency and accuracy of Cough's work, and is not accurate enough to indicate 
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whether there is significant anisotropy of E 00, as has been postulated to explain changes in the 
polarization of radio-echoes (Harrison , 1973) ' The transparency of ice to V.H.F. radio 
waves, which makes echo-sounding possible, itself indicates that there are no significant 
dispersions in or near this region, and it seems likely that the next important dispersions are 
the well-known ones in the infra-red (see for example Whalley, 1973)' T he theoretical 
explanation of this value, and its temperature dependence, is therefore to be found in the 
explanation of the infra-red dispersion, which is connected with relative movements of the 
oxygen and hydrogen nuclei. At still higher frequencies the relative movem ents of nuclei and 
electrons become important, and these are responsible for the wel l known anisotropy in the 
refractive index of ice at optical frequ encies. 

CONDUCTI V ITY AND DIELECTRIC DISP E R SI ON OF NATU R AL GLACIER ICE 

Temperate glacier ice 

It is useful to separate discussion of electrical properties of glacier ice into two parts; the 
behaviour of ice in or from temperate glaciers seems to be markedly different from that of 
polar glaciers. Temperate glaciers are distinguished by b eing at or very near to the melting 
point. Liquid water is present, a lthough the q uestion of whether they are strictly at the 
melting point has been discussed in d etail recently (Lliboutry, 197 1; Paterson, 1971, 1972 ) . 
T here have been surprisingly few m easurements of the dielectric disp e rsion of temperate 
glacier ice in situ . T he only measurements to cover the main Debye dispersion with reasonably 
accurilte technique are those of Watt and Maxwell ( 1960) on the Athabasca Glacier, whose 
temperature characteristics have been studied in detail by Paterson (19 71 , 1972) . They used 
both two-terminal bridge measurements and four- terminal a.c. conductivity m easurem ents, 
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Fig. 2. The frequency dependence of the conductivity of two ice single crystals w ith c-axes parallel to the electric field at different 
temperatures. (a) shows the experimental values observed by Paren (unpublished ) on a sample taken from the M endmhall 
Glacier. (b ) shows values that are calculatedfrom the "standard" polarization spectraJor "pure" ice as given byfigure I 

of Von Hippel and others ( 1972 ). Their spectrum 0 has been omitted from the calculation, and the dashed lines include 
contributions from their spectra I and 2 extrapolated to higher temperatures than those for which they observed them; if 
these spectra were omitted the lines would become horizontal asymptotically. 
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the results of which were consistent and gave a D ebye relaxa tion frequency which is completely 
consistent with that found for laboratory polycrystalline ice by A u ty and Cole ( 1952), though 
they found considerable distortion of the simple Debye dispersion at low frequen cies, probably 
associated with a d. c. conductivity of 5 X 10- 7 Q- I m- I. Most o ther work has been on samples 
extracted from glaciers and studied in the laboratory, particularly using the large single 
crystals obtained from M endenhall Glacier. For these crystals the Debye disp ersion seems to 
be quite similar to that for labora tory-grown single crys tals, and in this case, unlike the in situ 
measurements, i t is of course p ossible to study the temperature dependence and to find the 
activation energy of the Debye relaxation frequency (Takahashi [1 968?]; Maeno, 1973; Mae 
and Higashi, 1973 ; Paren , unpublished ). T he conductivity below the Debye dispersion 
deduced from these measurem ents by the va rious authors is: 4 X 10- 8 Q- I m - I at - 4° C 
(Takahashi) , 2 X 10- 8 Q- I m - I independent of temperature b etween - 10 and - 6 0 ° C, but 
increasing to 4 X 10- 8 Q- I m - I after plastic deformation (Mae a nd Higashi), 2 X 10- 7 Q- I m- I 
at - 10° C (Pa ren), 2 X 10- 8 Q - I m- I a t - 10° C with an activa tion energy of 0.49 eV 
(Maeno). These results are therefore fairly consistent in absolute magnitude, but seriously 
inconsistent in temperature d ependence. The main Debye dispersion however is not signifi.
cantly different from that of laboratory ice crystals. However at the high-frequency end, 
where the laboratory specimens of Von Hippel and others ( 1972 ) show further dispersions, 
some of these are absent in M endenhall crystals (Paren, unpublished). As a result the a .c. 
conductivity of M endenhall c rystals is much lower than that of Von Hippel and others' ice, 
particularly at high frequenci.es a nd low temperatures. F igure 2 shows the varia tion of con
ductivity with frequency at different temperatures for Mendenha ll crystals and la boratory ice. 
The horizontal sections in th e middle of the M endenhall crysta ls diagram indicate a region 
separating the D ebye dispersion from the high-frequency disp ersion ; a region that is occupied 
by other dispersions in Von Hippel's samples. T heir absence presumably indicates an absence 
of dislocations , structural defec ts, or impurities that are present in the laboratory ice, although 
the impurity content of M endenhall single crystals is higher than that of well prepared 
laboratory sp ecimens. The differences between various ice sp ecimens are a lso apparent in a 
plot of high-frequency conductivity against reciprocal tempera ture (Fig. 3) , w h ere it can be 
seen that the M endenhall c rys ta ls continue along the Arrhenius line to lower temperatures 
than almost all other samples, so that if we consider devia tions from this line to b e the result of 
impurities a nd defects, M endenhall crystals a re seen to be among the best ice samples. 

In the a bove discussion we have concen trated a ttention on the Debye dispersion and 
higher-frequency dispersions. If we are intetOested in d .c. conductivity, it is necessary to 
consider the lower frequency dispersions referred to above. If, as is implied by the picture we 
have described , these are due to the build-up of space cha rges in the ice, then different 
methods of m easurement will give quite different results. In particular, if the current between 
two electrod es is measured as a function of the potential between those electrodes, and if the 
electrodes a re not capable of generating or absorbing ionic d efects, then a very low or even 
zero d .c. conductivity will be observed in ice which will nevertheless give a finite value in a n 
experiment with electrodes capa ble of ionic genera tion a nd absorption or in an experiment 
in which current and poten tial probes are separate (four-electrode systems) . T hus very low 
d. c. conductivities have been reported in certa in labora tory studies, but these should not be 
used in, for example, elec trical resistivity soundings of glaciers. In these a four-electrode 
measurement is made, and zero current is taken from the electrodes measuring potential, thus 
if a space-charge phenomenon occurs, the current electrod es will build up the space charge 
around themselves, the current will fa ll to zero, but so will the potential m easured by the 
potential probes, and as this fall occurs the ra tio will refl ect the conductivity in the absence of 
the space-charge dispersion. In fact such m easurements give conductivities from tempera te 
glaciers from 8 X 10- 9 to 4 X 10- 8 Q- I m- I (R othlisberger and Vogtli , 1967). T hese compare 
with some of the lowest values for laboratory ice, and the lower end of the range is extremely 
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small bearing in mind that the temperature is essentia lly 0 ° C, and that temperate glacier 
ice has an impurity level for ionic impurities much higher than the d eionized laboratory 
specimens. 

None of the above results would seem to be affected by the small amount of water present 
in temperate glaciers. The in situ measurements of Watt and Maxwell (1960) did not detect 
the dielectric permittivity of water, the resistivity soundings gave such low values of con
ductivity that water impurities (which should have a high conductivity) cannot be giving a 
serious effect, and , of course, the samples of glacier ice tested in the laboratory were cooled , 
and any water in them would be frozen. However, measurements of dielectric properties in 
the frequency range between 105 and 108 Hz (Dupuy, unpublished ), made on specimens 
immediately on being cut in the field , show an increase in a.c. conductivity with frequency at 
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Fig. 3 . T emperature dependence of the high-:Jrequency conductivity. 

I IceJrom T U TO tunnel, Greenland, taken 100 mJrom the portal (Paren, unpublished). 100 kHz . 
2 Polycrystallil/e ice of jigure I I of Camp and others (1969). 20 kH z . 
3 Single crystal cll to electric jield. Sample i: of Von Hippel and others (private communication in 1969), calculatedfrom 

the parameters of the relaxation s/Jectra. 
4 Single crystal c.t . R . R uepp (private communication ). 300 kHz . 
5 Mendenhall Glacier single crystal cll . Plateau values from Figure 2(a ) . 
6 Single crystal K70 ell oJ Ruepp ( 1973). R. Ruepp (private communication ). 300 kHz. 
7 Polycrystalline " commercial" ice. Paren (unpublished ). 100 kH z . 
8 Polycrystalline. Sample 13C oJ Worz and Cole ( 19 69 ). Calculated value at - 800 C from the parameters of the 

relaxation spectrum. 
9 Mendenhall Glacier single crystal ell. Mae (private communication ) . I kHz . At high temperatures the value has been 

derivedJrom the observed permittivity and loss at I kHz assuming a higlz-:Jrequency permittivi!y oJ 3.2. This region is 
dashed on the jigure. 
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a rate which is higher than that exhibited by the same specimens after they have been cooled , 
brought back to the laboratory, and rewarmed to the m elting point. Dupuy attributes this 
to the water content in the original glacier location, and if this is correct it would imply a 
greater absorption of radiation in radio-echo sounding in temperate ice, compared with that 
deduced fwm the properti es of icc alone. 

Polar glacier ice 

By p olar glaciers we m ean glaciers that a re substantially below the melting point. There 
are of course intermediate cases between temperate and polar glaciers, and it is more useful to 
consider the various facies, as has been done by Benson (1967), who distinguishes ablation 
facies, wetted facies, percolation facies, and dry-snow facies. A polar glacier is one which 
includes either or both of the last two facies, and it is the ice in these facies that we shall be 
principally referring to, though ice at depth lower down a polar glacier may retain its low 
temperature even though it is overlain by ice which has been wetted throughout a nd therefore 
raised to the melting point. It is also true that due to geothermal heat and heat generated by 
plastic d eformation the bottom of very deep polar glaciers may rise in temperature to or near 
the melting point. H owever in the dry-snow facies the ice is formed by consolidation of cold 
snow. It remains cold , and it retains a substantial amount of a ir, initially in bubbles, though 
with increasing pressure m ore of it dissolves in the ice and may form local volumes of clathrate 
structures. In the percolat ion facies some, but not all , of the snow is warmed to the melting 
point at some times; near the dry-snow line this volume may be very small a nd occur only 
in a few days each year or even only once or twice every few years. 

The first indication that such ice had unusual properties compared with temperate glacier 
ice or laboratory ice was the unexpected discovery that in resistivity surveys using the sam e 
four-electrode technique as discussed above for temperate glaciers, the value which had to 
be assumed for the conductivity of the cold polar ice was orders of magnitude larger- about 
10- 5 Q - I m - I (Rothlisberger, 1967). Values of this order h ave been reported fwm locations 
in the Arctic and Antarctic and from ice sh eets as well as smaller glaciers (Fig. 4)' Similar 
results have been found for laboratory measurements of the conductivity at the low-frequency 
end of the D ebye spectrum, and, as can b e seen in Figure 4 , these results are a ll reasonably 
consistent, and indicate also a temperature dependence (and hence activation energy) that 
is comparable with that ofHF-doped ice ofa similar conductivity (Camplin and Glen, 1973)' 
The electrical permittivity as a function of frequency and temperature measured in the 
laboratory for samples of polar ice is a lso similar to that of the HF-doped ice (Pa ren, unpub
lished , 1973; Fitzgerald and Paren, 1975) ' The variation between samples is very small. 
In particular the high-frequency conductivity crro can be measured accurately in the laboratory, 
and should depend on impurity content, yet measurements from various locations (TUTO 
tunnel, Greenland, and Ward Hunt Ice Shelf: Westphal, reported in Ragle and others, 1964, 
and Evans, 1965 ; Camp Century and Site 2, Greenland: Paren, 1973; " Byrd" station and 
"Mizuho", Antarctica: Maeno, 1974 ; " Byrd " station , Antarctica: Fitzgerald and Paren , 
1975) give results which are remarkably similar, differing by little more than the errors within 
measurements from one source. The amount of actual impurity in these samples however 
varies from site to site, and is in any event small compared with the amount of HF in the 
laboratory-doped ice giving similar behaviour. T his is an anomaly that has not yet been 
resolved; another paper in this symposium is devoted to it (Fitzgerald and Paren, 1975). 
That it is not due to the bubbles in polar ice is evidenced by similar work on anelastic damping 
(Kuroiwa, 1964). H ere again polar ice has an activation energy lower than tha t of laboratory 
ice and temperate glacier ice, though extrapolating to similar values at the melting point, and 
bubbly temperate glacier ice behaved like laboratory ice, not polar ice. It is also true that 
deep pola r core ice, with very small bubble volume, behaves just the same as more bubbly 
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Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of the static conductivity . The laboratory measurements are shown by continuous lines,. the 
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Andrieux (unpublished ) 1. Observatory Glacier, Baffin Island 

Clark and others (1969 ) 
H ochstein (1967) 

2. Penny Ice Cap, Baffin Island 
3. M eighen Island ice cap 
4. TUTO, Greetlland 
5. Paris Gletscher, Greenland 
6. Point Nord, Greenland 
7. Station Centrale, Greenland 
8. Ross I ce Shelf, Antarctica 
9. Roosevelt Island, Antarctica 

M eyer and Rothlisberger ( 1962) 10. Camp Century, Gremland 
Vagtli ( 1967) ff . Sverdrup Glacier, Devon bland 

f 2 . " l ee cap station", Devon Island 

ice from nearer the surface. It thus seems that we are dea ling with a bulk property of polar 
ice, which must therefore h ave a larger concentration of ionic defects than the laboratory ice, 
though the reason for this is not clear. However, the consistency of these resul ts means that, 
for remote sensing purposes, polar ice can be regarded as a substance with well-defined 
properties which, however differ from those of temperate (and laboratory pure) ice. Values of 
the high-frequency conductivity at 0 ° C and of the activation energy are given in Table I. 
It is to b e noted that the extrapolated value of Goo at 0 ° C is similar to that for temperate ice, 
it is the temperature dependence (activation energy) which differs, and this has also been 
noted for the ice formed from supercooled water as mentioned above. No higher frequency 
dispersions, of the kind found in the laboratory pure ice, have to be considered in the polar ice. 

An exception to this uniformity in the behaviour of polar ice would seem to be found in 
some cores of lower density, corresponding to ice that is p ermeable (Maeno, 1973; Paren, 
1973) where higher conductivities a re reported. These data need to be corrected to allow 
for the presence of air inclusions, as wi ll be discussed below for the case of snow, but this 
furth er increases the conductivity (Table I ) . The activation energy of G oo is however similar 
to that of polar ice, and the phenomenon could be due to contamination of the permeable 
core during the dri lling process. It would be very desirable to check the resistivity by in situ 
measurements. 
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TABLE I. HIGH-FREQUENCY CONDUCTIVITY OF ICE 

No. of Description Activation Highest frequtllcy 
Riference samples of samples Uooo energy of measurement 

M!l- I m - I eV MHz 
Laboratory grown single crystals 

Camplin and Glen (1973) " pure" 10. I I lie 44 0.61 0.02 
Ruepp (private communication) K70 lie (of Ruepp, 45 0.60 0.1 

1973) 
Taubenberger ( 1973) BI4 IIc "aged" 46 0.56 0·3 

Temperate glacier ice 

Paren ( 1973) Mendenhall Glacier 44 0·57 0.1 
Ilc 

Deep polar ice 
r "Arctic" 53 0.17 

Westphal (private communication) l " Little America" 70 0.17 
Antarctica ' 

} '5' 
W"'ph.1 (quo'''' " E".", ( '96,)) { 

"TUTO", 45 0.26 (lowest frequency) 
Greenland 

Ward Hunt Ice 45 0.26 
Shelf, Canada 

Paren ( 1973) 10 Camp Century and 45 ± 2 0.25 ± 0.01 0. 1 
Site 2, Greenland 

Fitzgerald and Paren ( 1975) 15 " Byrd", Antarctica 46 ± 5 0.24± 0.03 0.01 
Maeno (1974) 4 "Mizuho", 53 ± 9 0.24 ± 0.02 

Antarctica 
Maeno ( 1974) 5 " Byrd", Antarctica 60 ± 8 0.23 ± o.01 

Permeable polar ice 

Paren ( 1973 ) Site 2, Greenland 71 0.2 1 0.1 
P = 0.78 Mg m- 3 

Maeno (1973) 5 "Mizuho", 200 ± 100 0.20 ± 0.02 
Antarctica 
p < 0.82 Mg m- 3 

All values have been corrected to solid ice density using Equation ( 10) . 
U"'o is the extrapolated value of high-frequency conductivity for 00 C using the equation 

u'" = Uoco exp (- E ( l j T - l j To )jk), 

an equation valid for temperatures colder than - 100 C, where T o = 273.1 K. 

It has, however, been reported that the bottom layers of polar glaciers, particularly ones 
that have marked glacier flow, exhibit a lower d.c. conductivity in field measurements 
(Meyer and Rothlisberger, 1962; Clark and others, 1969), and similar results have been found 
for ice from the TUTO tunnel , Greenland, taken 100 m from the portal (Paren, unpublished). 
This conductivity is intermediate between that of polar ice mentioned above and the tem
perate ice value, and could well be due to the higher temperature coupled with effects of strain, 
for example leading to recrystallization of the ice, which may in itself produce a change in 
properties, or may do this via a redistribution of impurities or bubbles. 

Measurements of d.c. conductivity on the McMurdo Ice Shelf (Robertson and Macdonald, 
1962; Hochstein, 1967) also give lower values for the d.c. conductivity. This may be due to 
their being nearer to the wetted facies, or to their being on ice shelf, but it is difficult to be 
sure in the absence of more data from other areas, and in any event measurem ents elsewhere 
on the Ross Ice Shelf (Hochstein , 1967) give higher conductivities, comparable with those of 
polar ice (Fig. 4), and direct m easurements of the conductivity of firn cores from near the 
surface of the McMurdo Ice Shelf (Hochstein and Risk, 1967) give still higher values, though 
these measurements may not have excluded surface conduction effects. 
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Finally it should be m entioned that m easurements of the dielectric properties of polar ice 
have been m a de using the bore hole at " Byrd " station, Antarctica (Rogers and Peden, 1973), 
i.e. the same hole from which the samples were taken for the laboratory m easurements 
reported above. They m easured the admittance of a short dipole at five frequencies between 
1.25 kHz and 20 kHz. They find results for the complex permittivity which are in close 
agreement with those for pure ice at the sam e temperature, and which are therefore at 
variance with the measurem ents made on the samples from the core. Possible r easons for this 
will be discussed later in this symposium by Fitzgerald and Paren (1975) . 

CONDUCTIVITY AND DIELECTRI C DISPERSION OF SNOW AND FIRN 

The die lectric properties of dry snow should be derivable from those of ice. The dielectric 
behaviour of heterogeneous systems has been reviewed by Beek (1967). The simplest mixture 
models are those which consider spherical inclusions of one dielectric inside another. Beek 
shows that, on the basis of the experiments undertaken to differentiate between the accuracy 
of the various equations proposed for this model , there is little to choose between those of 
Bottcher , Bruggeman, and Looyenga. 

When we are considering the structure of snow, firn , and bubbly glacier ice, we see that 
the concept of one dielectric forming spherical inclusions in another over the whole density 
range is untenable. We should rather consider air spheres in ice as a possible m odel for the 
higher d en sity range, and ice spheres in air as a crude model for low-density snow. The 
equations of Bottcher and Looyenga are symmetrical between the two component permittivi
ties El and E2, and could therefore describe the complete density range. If the volume propor
tion of the second dielectric is v, then the resulta nt behaviour is given by Bottcher as 

V( EZ - E l ) 
-- -

Ez + 2E ' 
(6) 

and by Looyenga as 

Looyenga's equation is far easier to use than Bottcher's since there are no cross terms, and 
their predic tions are generally very similar. When, as in our case, one dielectric is air 
with El = I a nd the other ice with Ez = Ei, L ooyenga's equation becomes 

(8) 

and v is now the ratio of the d ensity of snow to that of ice. 
In Figure 5 we show E~- I plotted as a function of snow density using the data ofCumming 

(1952) at 9.5 7 CHz. The Looyenga equation predicts a straigh t line through the origin, and 
the best straight line through the points has an intercept implying a density of 0.015 Mg m- 3 

for a relative permittivity of I , and predic ts a value of 3. I 7 for the density 0.92 Mg m - J, i.e. 
that of ice, at - 18° C. T his value agrees with Equation (5) above. 

Although these mixture equations were originally proposed for real permittivity coeffi cients, 
they can also be used with complex coefficien ts. This is probably justified, since they result 
from finding simple equations which are consistent with the deductions from electrostatic 
theory for the soluble problem of very dilute spherical inclusions, a theory in which it is 
certainly p e rmissible to replace real permittivities by the corresponding complex ones. 
Hanai (1962 ) has a lso verified that Bruggeman 's equation is mathematically valid for complex 
coefficients, and since Looyenga's equation , like Bruggeman's, is derived by in tegrating 
expressions d erived from the equa tion for dilute spheri cal inclusions, it seem s likely that its 
complex form is also valid. 
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When the loss tangents of both the ice and the composite snow are small, as they will be 
at frequencies well above the Debye dispersion frequency of ice, then we can express the 
permittivity of the snow Eros using the corresponding permittivity of the ice Eroi = 3· I 7 

Eros = ( r + o·469v) 3 (9) 

which has the same form as a solution of Equation (8) . We can then express the corres
ponding high-frequency conductivities using the imaginary part of Equation (8) as 

( IQ) 

It is however not possible to use the real form of Equation (8) to obtain the real component 
of the permittivity of snow when the dielectric loss tangent is not small. In these circumstanct:s 
the complex form must be used . 

In the knowledge that Equation (9) represents the high-frequency p ermittivity of snow so 
well, as can be seen from Figure 5, we can now use Equation (8) or Equation (10) to compare 
the high-frequency conductivity of polar ice with that m easured in a simi lar frequency range 
in snow. Measurements on polar snow in situ have been made by Paren (unpublished ) in 
Axel H eiberg Island, Canada, and by Rogers (unpublished , reported by W ebber and Peden, 
1970 ; Peden and Rogers, 197 I) at "Byrd" station, Antarctica. 

In Paren's experiments, two wooden sledges were equipped with metal runners, and the 
capacitance between them was measured for various sites on the White Glacier. The wires 
that connected the sledges to the capacitance bridge were raised above the glacier, and the 
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OA 0 .6 

Fig. 5. Plot of . 1- [ against density for snow at - [8 ° G at 9.57 GHz using the data of Gumming ([952). Thefutl circle 
represents the value deduced from Equation (5) as well as one of Gumming's points. 
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capacitance of these wires alone was measured at each frequency in a separate experiment at 
each site. The combined capacitance of the sledges and wires was also determined , and the 
capacitance be tween the sledges obtained by subtraction. The permittivity of the snow was 
then determined using the air capacitance of the electrode system as calculated by the uniform
charge method (Tagg, 1964) . The sledges were p laced on remnant snow bed s on the glacier, 
the density o f which was measured in the course of other studies by C. S. L. Ommanney; 
for the sites used a density of 0 .43 ± 0.05 Mg m - 3 is appropriate . In Figure 6 the conductivity 
of the snow at 20 kHz, the highest freq uen cy used, is plotted logarithmically against the 
reciprocal of es timated absolute temperature of the snow surface as deduced from air tempera
tures measured at the base camp . 

Figure 6 also shows the values found by Rogers at 10 kHz and 12 .8 kHz at " Byrd" station 
on firn of d ensity oA Mg m - 3 • Both observers find a similar value for the activation energy of 
the conduc ti vity in this wave band, and there is only a small difference in the magnitude of 
the conductivity . 

These m easurements can be compared with measurements made on po lar ice using the 
theory outlined above. In Figure 7, measurem ents made by Paren (1973) on ice from a core 
from I 050 m d epth at Camp Century, Greenland, have been used to predict via Equation 
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Fig. 6. Observed conductiviry of polar snow plotted logarithmically against reciprocal absolute temperature. 
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(8 ) the values to be expected for snow at the densities and frequencies corresponding to the 
measurements of Par en and Rogers. It can be seen that there is reasonable agreement between 
predictions and measurements, which would not have been achieved had the pure ice values, 
with their different activation energy, been used in the theory. 
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-5 
10 

5 

2 

-6 
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" 

20 kH z 

DEEP ICE 

CAMP CENTUR Y 

100kH z 

0.43 M g m - 3 

Fig. 7. Calculated conductivity oJ polar snoUJ deduced usillg Equation (8) Jrom the observed behaviour oJ deep polar ice Jrom 
Camp Century, Greenland (top line). The three lower lilles are Jor the dellsity and Jrequency appropriate to the data Oil 

F igure 6. 

M easurements on snow from more temperate latitudes may be more complicated due to 
melting processes, which can result in ice lenses or even liquid water in the snow pack. There 
may a lso be greater impurity content due to pollution. When the snow fa lls, pa rti cularly if 
this is at a low temperature, there seem s no reason to distinguish it from the polar snow above, 
and on a temperate glacier it is such a snow which , after being raised to the melting point and 
infiltrated with melt water, turns into the temperate g lacier ice. It is therefore of interest to 
try to see whether we can compare snow at various stages with polar or temperate ice as 
regards its dielectric properties. Unfortunately the dielectric properties of snow from tem
perate regions have not usually been studied over a wide temperature range so that a good 
activation energy for the high-frequency conductivity can resu lt. Fuj ino (1967) m easured 
snow collected in Sapporo city, but did not give information about its collection temperature 
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or age; it gives an a c tivation energy more similar to that of polar snow than that of pure ice, 
and also indicates the presence of a high-frequency dispersion. Most other data are for one 
temperature or a ve ry limited range of temperatures, so that only a synthesis from many 
experiments can be used to test for the temperature d ependence. 

Kuroiwa (1962) has al so used snow from Sapporo city, Keeler ( 1969) measured snow in 
Alta, Utah, U .S.A., and Ambach and D enoth (1972) snow in Obergurgl and from mountains 
near Innsbruck in the Austrian Alps. These authors generally find that there is a prominent 
dispersion in snow in the same frequency range in which the Debye dispersion occurs in ice. 
Figure 8 shows the relaxation spec tra of three snows m easured by K eeler (1969). The simple 
Debye dispersion which appears here is quite different from what is found for the polar snows 
discussed above, where the relatively high d .c. conductivity prevents the development of the 
semi-circular region of the plot. Ambach and Denoth ( 1972) have shown that the texture and 
water content of snow affect how well the dielectric behaviour agrees with a simple D ebye 
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Fig. 8. Cole-Cole plotJor snow from Alta, Utah, U.S.A., after Keeler ( /969). 

dispenion. In their figure I they show that a coarse-grained snow with a high water content 
follows the Debye formula, whereas a dry fine-grained snow gives points on a circular arc 
with its centre well below the E' axis, however on increasing the wate r content beyond 0.09 
the centre of the arc approaches the E ' axis and the b ehaviour reverts to that of the D ebye 
formula. This effect is not yet understood , but its existence may complicate the use of dielec tric 
measurem ents to d etermine water content unless frequencies in excess of 20 MHz are used . 
The effect is unexpected , since even if the ice phase in snow obeys the simple Debye formula, 
Equation (8) would lead us to predict that the relaxation spectrum of snow should no longer 
foll ow the same simple formula , but that at the higher frequencies it should depart from the 
simple semi-circle. Figure 9 is a calculation for snow of density 0.276 Mg m- 3, the numbers 
marked being the ratio of the freq uency to the Debye relaxation frequen cy of ice . D espite this, 
an a rtificial snow sample of similar d ensity made by Kuroiwa ( [962 , p. 65) showed a p erfect 
semi-circle. The relaxation frequen cy found in snow samples is also m ore than double what 
would be expected from the ice mixture model, nor is the low-frequency dielectric constant 
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correctly predicted if the ice va lue for the relative permittivity is taken as 90. These failures do 
not depend on the particular ch oice of the mixture model. 

If we accept that, for ma ny snow samples, the Debye formula does in fact represent the 
behaviour, th en we can deduce a value for the high-frequency conductivity from Equation (3) 
in which the d .c. conductivity, usually a very small term, can be estimated from the deviation 
from the semi-circle on the C ole- Cole plots at low frequencies. W e can use the value of () oos 

for the snow in Equation ( IQ) to derive a conductivi ty for ice. Another estimate of the high
frequency conductivity has b een obtained u sing the highest frequency m easured in the 
experiments concerned, deducing a value for () oos from this and again using Equation (10) 

3 PU RE SNOW 
p~260 kg m-3 o r 8 
p ~ 29 0 kg ".,-3 -.-1-0..--.....~ 3 

20 x 

4 SNOW 

p~ 276kg m- 3 

13 

3 
0 ·8 

LOOYE NGA M O DEL 

4 
2 0 04 

C' 

Fig. 9. Cole- Cole plot oJ calculated dispersion in snow (lower graph ) compared with that Jound by Kuroiwa ( /962) (upper 
graph). The numbers marked arefrequellcies ill kH z (upper graph ) and ratio of Jrequenq to Debye relaxation Jrequency 
oJ ice (lower graph). 

to find () ooi. T he results a re shown in Figure 1 0. The values of the conductivity deduced from 
high-frequen cy measurem en ts a re generally higher than those predicted using the Debye 
formula. Lines representing the behaviour of temperate and p olar glacier ice are also plotted 
for comparison . 

The steep rise in conductivity for Kuroiwa's city snows n ear the melting point is probably 
due to impurities and the consequent presence of free wa ter . T he data genera ll y are clearly 
inadequate to enable us to make a proper comparison between the behaviour of this kind of 
snow and that of either temperate or polar ice. 

Kuroiwa (1962), Ambach (1963) , Howorka (unpublished , Ambach and others, 1965), 
and Ambach and Denoth ( 19 72) have used a dielectri c m ethod to provide a quick measure
ment of the water content of snow. All these workers have found a linear rela tionship between 
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Fig. 1 0. Conductivity oJ ice deduced f rom data on mow plolted logarithmically against reciprocal absolute temperature, compared 
with data for " pure ice" (P ), polar ice Jrom Camp Century, Greenland (CC), " B)'rd" station measured by Maeno (BM ) 
and Fit zgerald and Paren (BFP). Snow dataJrom Keeler ( e ), Kuroiwa (0) , Ambaclz and Denoth (,0.) , MaenoJrom 
" Mi zuho" (MM ), Parell from White Glacier ( W ), and RogersJrolll snow at "Byrd" station (BR). 

dielectric permittivity Es and water content by volume W, but there are differences between 
the absolute m easurements obtained; as we have seen Ambach and Denoth (1972) suggested 
that higher frequencies were need ed if the complicating effects of snow structure are to be 
avoided. Howorka's stud y was the most thorough; he derived the fo llowing relationship 
between the relative permittivity of snow, its density p and water content W at 3.5 MHz 

ES- I - (2.22 m 3 Mg- ' ) p = 23.6W ( 11) 

as valid for the d ensity range 0.12- OAO Mg m- 3 and water-content range 0.003- 0.097. The 
dry-snow values obtained by putting W = 0 are all higher than those given by Equation (9) . 

Assuming that the water inclusions in the snow are not aligned in any preferred direction , 
we may calculate the values for dEs/d W for water in the form of spheres, needles, and plates, 
distributed at random. The values are 6, 30 and 70. The observed values (Table II ) corres
pond to a mixture of spherical and less symmetrical inclusions. 

TABLE II. WATE R-CO NTENT DEPENDENCE OF THE RELATIVE PERMITTIVITY OF SNOW 

R iference Location D ensity Frequency d's/dW 
Mgm- 3 MHz 

Kuroiwa ( lg62 ) Sapporo, Japa n 0·5 3·5 g.1 
Ambach (1963) Greenland, new snow 0.09 0·5 12.2 

Greenland, old snow 0.13 0·5 12.2 
Howorka (unpublished , Ambach and others, Austria 0.25- 0 .55 3·55 23.6 

1965) 
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SUMMARY OF ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES AND THEIR RELEVANCE TO REMOTE SENSlNG 

We have seen above that the electrical properties of ice and snow can be described in 
terms of certain parameters, those of most relevance to remote sensing being the low-frequency 
conductivity, dispersion strength, and dispersion frequency of the Debye dispersion typically 
in the kilohertz range. The existence of this strong dispersion leads to absorption of electro
magnetic waves in this frequency band, and the difference between the activation energy of 
the high-frequency conductivity as between polar ice and other ice types is a clearly estab
lished phenomenon which must be taken into account, even th ::)Ugh the physical reason for it 
has not yet been clarified. There is a lso a difference in the shape of the dispersion between 
different kinds of snow which is not properly understood , a lthough we can understand in 
general terms why snow, because of its admixture of air, should have a differently shaped 
dispersion curve. It has also been found that in careful work the dispersion in ice does not 
follow exactly the simple D ebye law, and this can be analysed as a number of further small 
dispersions, some of which d o not appear in certain kinds of ice. As yet this is not sufficiently 
well specified to be of use in remote sensing, though it may become so. 

In radio-echo sounding the frequencies used are large compared with the Debye relaxation 
frequency, and therefore it is only the extreme high-frequency end of that dispersion which is 
of importance in such work. In this region the relative permittivity of a ll forms of solid ice are 
very similar, and their temperature variation is given by Equation (5), on the assumption that 
this formula, a ccurately tested at low temperatures, can be used throughout the temperature 
range. This leads to radio-wave velocities as given in Table Ill. The conductivity however 
does differ with the ice type, being higher in polar ice, and although it has a similar value in 
a ll ices near the melting point, the lower activation energy in polar ice leads to a much larger 
conductivity at the lower temperatures of polar glaciers. This should lead to a higher absorp
tion of radio waves, nevertheless radio-echo sounding is generally easier on polar glaciers. 
This is due to the larger amounts of scattering in temperate glaciers, a process which tends to 
dominate over dielectric absorption above 8 MHz (Strangway and others, 1974). The radio
echo technique can also be used to detect discontinuiti es in the ice which give significant 
changes in the dielectric parameters over distances small compared with the pulse length 
(Harrison, 1973). The presence of water in an ice or snow mass can lead to large effects be
cause of the very different dielectric response of water, and this is of course of fundamental 
importance in the use of radar techniques to distinguish between water and ice in hydro
m eteors, and in the determination of the water content of snow using frequencies in the MHz 
range. 

TABLE Ill. DIELECTRIC P E RMITTIVITY AND RADIO-WAVE 

VELOCITY IN ICE BASED ON EQUATION (5) 

T emperature £ ", Velocity 
DC m fLS- 1 

0 3· I95 ± 0.020 167·7 ± 0·5 
- 20 3· I82 ± 0.018 168.1 ± 0.5 
- 40 3·170 ± 0.oq 168·4 ± 0-4 
- 60 3· I58 ± 0.oI6 168·7 ± 0·4 

The dielectric properties of the polar ice sheets are also of importance in considering the 
propagation of very low frequen cy (VLF) electromagnetic waves which travel in a waveguide 
formed by the ice sheet and the D region of the polar ionosphere (Peden and others, 1972). 
At such frequencies the thickness of the ice sheet is small compared with the wavelength in ice, 
and the relevant di electric permittivity is an average one over the whole thickness of the ice 
sheet. Measurem ents of the electromagnet ic radiation from a transmitting antenna 34 km 
long embedded in the Antarc tic ice sheet near " Byrd" station yield values for the complex 
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relative permittivity of the ice shee t which correspond to a conductivity which is practica lly 
independent of frequency and which is similar to the high-frequency conductivity of polar ice 
at about - 320 C (or of temperate ice at a bout _ 160 C). At high freq uen cies this conductivity 
decreases, which is not the behaviour to be expected from a simple D ebye dispersion, for which 
it should decrease at low frequencies; this may be due to the different sampling thickness at 
different frequencies . 

Finally, the low-frequency conductivity of the D ebye dispersion is what is believed to be 
important in resistivity soundings of glaciers, and here again the differen ce between polar ice 
and temperate ice m entioned above has to be taken into account. Indeed in this case it was 
the field evidence, both of the low conductivity of temperate glacier ice, and a lso of the 
difference between temperate and polar ice, that indicated to laboratory workers that their 
understanding of conduction in ice was not adequate. 
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DISCUSSION 

S. ].] ONES: As regards the anisotropy of ~< in ice, Dr G . P. ]ohari and I are trying to m easure 
this . Our preliminary results from only two samples of pure zone-refin ed ice, one with c-axis 
parallel and one perpendicular to the electric field , show no measurable anisotropy, that is 
within 2%. Chare tte and Johari in our laboratory have also measured <00 on pure poly
crystalline ice at 35 MHz above - 25° C. At - 10° C they obtain 3. 19 ± o.ol. As ,-egards 
Itagaki 's dislocation explanation , Mae and Higashi (1973) have recently shown that m echani
cal d eformation has no effect on the D ebye dispersion. Do you have any comment on this? 

J. CLOUGH: In line with Dr Jones' m easurements, W6rz and Cole ( 1969) report a value of 
anisotropy for the d.c . permittivity of only a few per cent I-ather than the 10- 15% reported by 
Hum bel and others (1953). 

J. W . GLEN: We have ourselves measured the D ebye dispersion while strallllllg a single 
crystal, and have found no effect, but I expect Dr Itagaki would say tha t these samples had 
many dislocations a lready which gave the dispersion . W e do not believe his explanation, but 
I think it importa nt that the dispersion in ice of very low dislocation density be checked. As 
regards the anisotropy, this new evidence, together with that of W6rz and Co le, add to the 
reports of low anisotropy. In our paper we wished simply to point out that several apparently 
careful experiments got larger anisotropy. 

M. F. l\1E IER: Did I understand correc tly that you believe it enigmatic that polar ice behaves 
as if it had more ionic d efects than temperate ice? P erh a ps one should expect that chemical 
impurities would be more thoroughly purged or " wash ed " from temperate ice, and thus less 
opportunity should exist for the dispersion of certain ions in to the ice. 
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GLEN: The problem is that actual analysis of polar ice shows it to have low ionic content 
compared with pure ice of similar properties and also even compared with temperate glacier 
ice, also the ionic content varies from place to place by amounts which would cause laboratory
doped ice to have measurably different properties, yet polar ice behaves consistently and this 
behaviour is like impure laboratory ice. That is the enigma. 

G. DE Q. ROBIN: Do not the authors think that properties of polar firn and ice must be due to 
processes of m etamorphosis that take place in the firn, and h ence this must govern the final 
form of the ice, rather than it being the result of deposition through supercooling of water 
droplets? 

GLEN: This d epends on whether we think a ll the molecules of deep polar ice have passed 
through the vapour phase during metamorphosis. Even if they have, they have done it at low 
temperature and our remarks may still apply. I would point out that the light polar snow 
samples, which presumably had not undergone extensive m etamorphosis, did agree with the 
deep polar samples after correction for density. I would agree that this means we must 
consider vapour deposition at low temperature as well as freezing supercooled water- that 
applies even to snow, presumably. 
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